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Abstract

We present a measurement of the tau neutrino helicity (h�� ) and the Michel

parameters (�, � and �) by analyzing the � decays �!�(K)�� , �!e��e�� and

�!������ in e+e� ! Z0
! �+��. The analysis uses the 1993-1995 SLD data

sample of 4316 � -pair events produced with highly polarized electrons. We

obtain preliminary results of h�� = �0:81�0:18�0:03, � = 0:71�0:09�0:04,

� = 1:03� 0:36� 0:05 and �� = 0:84� 0:27� 0:05.
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1 Introduction

The weak couplings of the tau may be studied by investigating the energy spectra of

various tau decay products. These spectra are determined by the spin polarization

of the taus and the nature of the decay [1].

At the Z0 , taus are produced with spin polarization due to the inherent parity

violation of the Z0 couplings. At the SLC, this is enhanced due to the electron

beam polarization. We can write the production cross sections for left and right

handed taus as follows:

1

�tot

d�L

dcos �
= 3

16
(1 + A�)[(1�AePe)(1 + cos2 �) + 2(Ae � Pe)cos �];

1

�tot

d�R

dcos �
= 3

16
(1�A�)[(1�AePe)(1 + cos2 �)� 2(Ae � Pe)cos �]; (1)

where � is the polar angle of the �� with respect to the incident electron direction,

Pe is the electron beam polarization, and Ae and A� are the electron and tau parity-
violation asymmetry parameters de�ned as:

A` =
2ĝ`v=ĝ

`
a

1 + (ĝ`v=ĝ
`
a)

2
; (2)

where ĝ`v=ĝ
`
a is the ratio between the e�ective Z0 vector and axial-vector couplings

to the leptons. The �+ are produced in the opposite direction with opposite helicity.

This results in the following expression for the tau polarization as a function of
angle and beam polarization:

P� (cos �;Pe) =

d�R
dcos �

� d�L
dcos �

d�R
dcos �

+ d�L
dcos �

= �
A� + 2 Ae�Pe

1�AePe

cos �
1+cos2 �

1 + 2A�
Ae�Pe

1�AePe

cos �
1+cos2 �

: (3)

Due to the large beam polarization at SLC, tau polarizations are much higher

than at LEP, especially at high jcos �j (see Fig. 1). Also, the polarization of the
tau is largely determined by the beam polarization and the production angle, and

is relatively una�ected by the Z0 parity violation.

In this paper, we study the energy spectra of taus decaying to pions, electrons and

muons. In the case of the �!�(K)�� the decay spectrum at rest is mono-energetic,

so the boosted energy spectrum directly reects the angle of the pion in the rest
frame. In the case of a three body decay, such as �!������ or �!e��e�� , the boosted

energy spectrum is a combination of both the rest frame angular distribution and

energy spectra. In all of these cases, we can parameterize the decay spectrum in

two parts, a constant part that is una�ected by the handedness of the tau, and a
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Figure 1: Tau polarization vs production angle with and without beam polarization.

polarization- dependent part that changes sign depending on the handedness of the
tau:

1

�

d�L

dx
= f(x) + g(x);

1

�

d�R

dx
= f(x)� g(x): (4)

In the case of the pion or kaon we can describe this with one parameter, h�� ,
which characterizes the polarization dependent term. We get the following decay
spectrum for �!�(K)�� :

f(x) = 1;

g(x) = � h��
2x� 1�m2

h=m
2
�

1�m2
h=m

2
�

; (5)

where m2
� and m2

h are the masses of the � and the decayed hadron respectively, and

x is the hadron's energy scaled by the � energy (x = Eh

E�
). For a spin-0 hadron such

as the pion, the analyzing power � has a value of unity.

In the case of the leptons, neglecting mass di�erences, we can describe the energy
spectrum with three Michel parameters1 �, � and �. Here the parameter � describes

1These parameters were originally conceived to describe muon decay [2]. They describe the

energy and the angular spectrum of the resultant electron with respect to the initial muon spin

direction. Lepton universality implies that the tau Michel parameters should be identical to the

well measured muon Michel parameters [3].
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the non-polarization-dependent term, and � and � describe the polarization depen-

dent terms. We get the following spectrum for �!`��`�� :

f(x) = f1 + � � f2;

g(x) = �(g1 + � � g2); (6)

where

f1 = 2 � 6x2 + 4x3;

f2 =
4

9
(�1 + 9x2 � 8x3);

g1 = �
2

3
+ 4x� 6x2 +

8

3
x3; and (7)

g2 =
4

9
(1� 12x + 27x2 � 16x3)]:

Here x = E`

E�
.

These decay spectra are combined with the production cross sections to get

theoretical decay distributions which can be written as:

1

�

d2�(x; cos �;Pe)

dxdcos �
= f(x)� P� (cos �;Pe) � g(x): (8)

Equations 3 through 8 demonstrate the importance of high tau polarization for
measuring the polarization dependent terms. For �+ decays, the sign of the polar-

ization dependent term is reversed due the opposite helicity of the anti-neutrino.
However, since at the Z0 taus are produced in pairs with opposite helicities, if the
�� direction is used as the lab frame variable the �� and �+ decay spectra are
identical.

2 Apparatus

The results reported here are based on a sample of 4316 tau-pair candidates col-

lected by the SLC Large Detector (SLD) during the period 1993-1995. The 1993 run

accumulated an integrated luminosity of 1.78 pb�1 with an average electron beam

polarization of 63%, and the 1994-1995 run accumulated 3.66 pb�1 with an average
polarization of 77%. A general description of the SLD can be found elsewhere [4].
Charged particle tracking and momentum analysis are provided by the Central Drift

Chamber (CDC) [5] and the CCD-based vertex detector [6] in a uniform axial mag-

netic �eld of 0.6 T. Particle energies are measured in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter

(LAC) [7], which is segmented into projective towers with separate electromagnetic
and hadronic sections. The measured energy and the shape of the energy ow are

used to distinguish between di�erent particles. Additional particle identi�cation is
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provided by a �Cerenkov Ring-Imaging Detector (CRID) [8], and muons are identi�ed

and tracked in the Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC) [9].

The SLD event trigger requires any of several combinations of tracking and

energy-ow information from the detector elements. A subset of these have a rel-

atively high e�ciency for tau-pair events, in particular a requirement of at least

two back-to-back tracks, or a single track plus a minimum energy deposition in the

calorimeter.

3 Event Selection

The selection of tau-pair candidates at SLD (for details, see Ref. [10]) is based on

the multiplicity, momentum and direction of tracks in the central drift chamber, and

on properties of electromagnetic showers in the calorimeter. The event selection e�-
ciency and background contamination were estimated using Monte Carlo. The pro-
duction of tau-pair events at the Z0 resonance was simulated using the KORALZ4.0
[11] Monte Carlo generator. The same program was used to generate muon-pair
events, while wide-angle Bhabha scattering, two-photon interactions, and multi-

hadron �nal states were produced using the generators described in Refs. [12], [13],
and [14], respectively. All these Monte Carlo data samples were subjected to the
SLD detector simulation based on the GEANT3.21 [15] program, and to the above
event selection. The SLD trigger was also simulated in the Monte Carlo.

Selected tau events are divided into hemispheres by the plane normal to the event
thrust axis, and the hemispheres are treated independently. Any pairs of oppositely
charged tracks which are consistent with originating from a photon conversion are

removed, and hemispheres are then required to have only a single track.

For the selection of tau decays to single pions (or kaons), tracks are required
to have no unassociated electromagnetic (EM) LAC energy clusters within 10� of

the thrust axis. This requirement is powerful for rejecting backgrounds from decays
into � or a1. Electrons and muons are rejected by a series of hybrid cuts making
use of information from the LAC and WIC. For the tracks that are left, the track

momentummust be greater than 3 GeV/c and the total energy in the LAC divided

by the track momentummust be less than 0.62. A further requirement of EEM=p <

0:42 is made, and a quasi-invariant mass is calculated assuming that the associated

cluster energy originated from photons and that the track is a pion. This quantity
is required to be less than 0.3 GeV/c2. Finally, due to the barrel WIC angular

coverage, the remaining tracks are divided into two regions, namely jcos �j < 0:60

and 0:60 < jcos �j < 0:74. The total energy in the LAC divided by the track
momentum is required to be greater than 0.14 in the former and 0.31 in the latter

case. These criteria discriminate e�ectively against muons. This selection provides

a sample of 573 tracks identi�ed as �!�(K)�� , with an e�ciency of approximately
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57% and a purity of 79%. The selection e�ciency and background fraction for these

decays are plotted in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) as a function of the scaled energy of the

track.

For tau decays to muons, the sample is divided into polar angle regions as above,

and tracks are required to have at least one hit in the VXD. In the region of

jcos �j < 0:62, the WIC is used to identify muons by associating WIC hits with

CDC tracks. In the 0:62 < jcos �j < 0:75 region, shower information from the LAC

is used instead. We require that E/p be less than 0.3, that the total number of

electromagnetic LAC towers hit in the associated cluster be less than 4, and that

there be no unassociated neutral clusters within 20� of the track. In addition, the

quasi-invariant mass (calculated as above) is required to be less than 180 MeV/c2.

This results in a sample of 1123 tracks identi�ed as muons, with an estimated selec-

tion e�ciency 68:9% within the acceptance, and an estimated purity of 98:1%. Fig.

2(c) and 2(d) show the selection e�ciency and background fraction for these tracks.

Criteria for selection of tau decays to electrons are the same over the full range
jcos �j < 0:75, and again one VXD hit is required on all tracks. The LAC shower
shape must be consistent with that of an electron, or any valid CRID data must
strongly favor the electron hypothesis over the pion hypothesis. We require that no
energy be deposited in the back hadronic section of the LAC, and that between 3

and 25 electromagnetic LAC towers be hit in the associated cluster. In addition,
if there are no unassociated neutral clusters within 20� of the track, we require
that the quasi-invariant mass be less than 500 MeV/c2. If there are one or two
unassociated clusters within 20� of the track, we construct the invariant mass of the
cone assuming the track is a pion and the clusters photons, and require this quantity

to be less than 500 MeV/c2. This results in a sample of 932 identi�ed electron tracks
with an estimated e�ciency of 61:5% within the acceptance and an estimated purity
of 98:7%. The e�ciency and backgrounds versus scaled energy of these tracks are
shown in Fig. 2(e) and 2(f).

4 Data Analysis

As discussed in section 1, and shown in Fig. 1, the average � polarization depends

strongly on production angle and on the sign of the electron beam polarization.

The large analyzing power that comes from the SLC beam polarization is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 3, where the energy spectrum of �!�(K)�� decays is plotted
separately for di�erent combinations of these variables. For left-handed incident

electrons and �� (�+) emitted at forward (backward) polar angles, or for right-

handed beam and �� (�+) in the backward (forward) region, the �� (�+) are pre-

dominantly left-handed (right-handed) and the pion energy spectrum is expected
to be soft (Fig. 3(a)). For the two opposite combinations of Pe and cos �, plotted

in Fig. 3(b), the spectrum should be relatively hard since the decaying �� (�+)
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Figure 2: The Monte Carlo estimated e�ciency and background fractions versus
scaled energy for tau decays to pions (a,b), muons (c,d) and electrons (e,f).
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are predominantly right-handed (left-handed). The di�erence is expected to be less

obvious for the three-body decays �!`��`�� , but is still quite visible as shown in Fig.

4.

The tau neutrino helicity, h�� , and the Michel parameters �, � and �� are deter-

mined using an unbinned maximum likelihood �t to the energy spectra of the decay

channels. The �t function is the theoretical di�erential cross section corrected for

radiation and detector e�ects.

In the maximum likelihood technique, the following expression is minimized:

W = �2 lnL = �2
NX
n=1

ln

(
1

�i

d2�i

dcos � dxi

)
n

; (9)

where L is the likelihood function. The sum in Eq. 9 runs over all � 's that have

been identi�ed as �!e��e�� , �!������ or �!�(K)�� candidates. The term in the
logarithm is the di�erential cross-section for production of � -pairs where one � de-
cays into channel i. This expression is corrected for e�ects of radiation, detector
resolution, e�ciency and backgrounds, and is normalized to unity.

The e�ciencies and backgrounds were determined from Monte Carlo by study-
ing the distribution of kinematic variables before and after event selection. The

dependence of these functions on x and cos � is parameterized using low order poly-
nomials. The radiative correction functions are determined from the ratio of the
spectrum generated using KORALZ [11] for events containing radiative e�ects to
the spectrum of events generated with the Born level cross-sections. Since the spec-
tra are di�erent for decays of left- and right-handed taus, the correction functions

are divided into four regions corresponding to combinations of positive or negative
electron beam polarization and the forward or backward half of the detector. In
each region either the left- or right-handed sample is enhanced.

E�ects of detector resolution are studied using Monte Carlo for each input vari-
able (e.g. track momentum and direction, thrust axis direction) in bins of that

variable From these studies the dependence of the mean and standard deviation are

derived as a function of the value of the variable as generated by Monte Carlo, and

these functions are used to correct the global resolution distributions. Finally, �ts to
multiple Gaussians are performed to model both the core and tails of the resolution

distributions.

5 Results and Discussion

Fitting the �!�(K)�� sample yields a result of h�� = �0:81� 0:18(stat), which can
be interpreted as the helicity of the tau neutrino. The �t to the �!`��`�� channels

gives � = 1:03 � 0:36(stat), �� = 0:84� 0:27(stat), and � = 0:71 � 0:09(stat).
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.

Figure 3: �!�(K)�� decay energy spectra: (a) The sum of the spectra for pions in

the forward direction with beam polarization Pe < 0 and in the backward direction

with Pe > 0; (b) The sum of the spectra for pions in the backward direction with
Pe < 0 and in the forward direction with Pe > 0. In each case the points are data

and the histogram is from Monte Carlo.
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Figure 4: �!`��`�� decay energy spectra from (a) Monte Carlo, and (b) the SLD
data. For both histograms, the solid line is the sum of the spectra for leptons in the

forward direction with beam polarization Pe < 0 and in the backward direction with
Pe > 0, and the dashed line is the sum of the spectra for leptons in the backward

direction with Pe < 0 and in the forward direction with Pe > 0.
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The sources of systematic error which have been considered in the analysis in-

clude � -pair selection e�ciency and background, decay identi�cation e�ciency and

background, resolution in x and cos �, uncertainties in the measurements of the beam

energy and polarization, uncertainty in the value of A` [19], and uncertainty in the

Mont Carlo estimate of the radiative corrections. Table 1 summarizes the systematic

errors in our analysis. To investigate these errors, each parameter used in the �tting

programs is modi�ed in turn by its uncertainty, and the �ts are redone to obtain

new values of h�� , �, � and ��. Any correlation between these input parameters is

taken into account when combining the errors. To estimate the systematic due to

radiative corrections, we take ten percent of their e�ect on the �t values. Where the

analysis is not a�ected by the listed systematic, zero is listed. In particular, for the

Michel parameters, a single parameterization is used for the event selection, while

for the h�� analysis, this is broken into separate parameterizations for � selection

and �nal state selection. For the h�� analysis, non-� background is negligible and

contributes nothing to the systematics. The � Michel parameter describes the spin-
independent part of the lepton spectrum, and is una�ected by beam polarization.
Each error listed in Table 1 is a combination of several related contributions, and

for the listed errors we assume they are not correlated.

�h�� �� �� �(��)

� selection 0.005 0 0 0
Final-state selection 0.005 0.008 0.032 0.015
� background 0.011 0.023 0.024 0.033
Non-� background 0 0.020 0.017 0.007
Radiative corrections 0.015 0.012 0.004 0.005

Resolution 0.013 0.023 0.015 0.023
Beam energy 0 0.013 0.013 0.008
Beam polarization 0.009 0 0.008 0.005
Ae, A� 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.008

TOTAL 0.034 0.043 0.049 0.045

Table 1: Systematic uncertainties.

Including systematic errors, the SLD values for h�� and the Michel parameters

�, � and �� are

h� = �0:81 � 0:18(stat)� 0:03(syst);

� = 0:71 � 0:09(stat)� 0:04(syst);

� = 1:03 � 0:36(stat)� 0:05(syst); and
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�� = 0:84 � 0:27(stat)� 0:05(syst):

These results supersede values presented earlier [16] and are consistent with the

Standard Model V-A predictions of -1, 3
4
, 1, 3

4
. The measurements provide an inter-

esting cross check with other experimental results [17], [18], [20] since this analysis

does not rely on spin correlations and is the �rst measurement to be performed

with polarized beams. They demonstrate the power of polarized beams for probing

deviations from the Standard Model in the weak couplings.
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